Note: We are using an identical format for the SC Midterm and Final Reports. Each covers a specified timeframe. Please do not repeat Midterm Report information covering the first half of the Triennium. Please enter information ONLY on the activities and products of this period December 2016 – April 2018.

Please return the SC FINAL Report covering December 2016 - April 2018 no later than December 22, 2017 to:

Vice President Marilyn Fingerhut mfingerhut@cdc.gov and
Secretary General Sergio Iavicoli s.iavicoli@inail.it

The SC Final Report will be maintained in your Scientific Committee “Reports and Events” in the ICOH Scientific Committee Virtual Office at http://www.icohweb.org/site/member-corner-scientific-committees-virtual-office.asp. It will be used in combination with the SC Midterm Report by Vice President Fingerhut to prepare and print the SC Triennium Report for ICOH 2015. Please be prompt in submitting the Final Report by December 22, 2017.

Submitted by Scientific Committee: Emergency Preparedness and Response in OH (EPROH)
Date: December, 21 2017
Chair: Descatha
Email address: alexis.descatha@inserm.fr

Secretary: Baer
Email address: michel.baer@aphp.fr


Other SC Means of Communications: mail

Focus and aim of Scientific Committee:

We focus the second part of the triennium to

1. Achieve our Position Statement
2. Start collaboration with other organization (WHO/ ILO)

We did not organize further meeting since the last midterm business meeting (Vienna, October 2, 2016)

PART I – ACTIVITIES: Business meetings, Conferences, Seminars and Workshops occurring in the period December 2016 - April 2018

Please note collaborations with other SCs, WHO, ILO and NGOs.
1) **Business meeting:**
Venue: not applicable (last October 2, 2016; next in ICOH2018
Date: 
Number of attendees: 
Date report sent to VP Marilyn Fingerhut (Please use Business Report form in SC Virtual Office at [http://www.icohweb.org/](http://www.icohweb.org/)):

Conferences, Seminars, Workshops, Courses, etc occurring in the period December 2016 - April 2018 *(please fill in the tables)*
NONE

---

**PART II  FINAL Report:** SC Products and Collaborations during the reporting Period December 2016 - April 2018
Publications, Proceedings, Guidelines*, Position Papers*, etc
Note: Do not repeat information already provided in the Midterm Report.

**Publications, Proceedings, Guidelines*, Position Papers*, etc.** Provide title, authors, full citation. SCs are encouraged to produce ICOH Guidelines* and Position Papers*. *Guidelines and Position Papers must be approved by the ICOH SC Vice Presidents, Secretary General and President.

The position statement has been accepted and published (freely available):

**Cooperation with other Scientific Committees:** (If cooperation in a Conference not listed above, provide title, dates, location and name and role of each SC. Provide relevant details of other collaborations with SCs.)

**Participation and support to WHO – ILO meetings and or publications:** (If cooperation in a Conference not listed above, provide title, dates, location and role of each. Provide relevant details of other collaborations with WHO and/or ILO.)

The EPROH scientific committee is working with WHO/ILO.

**Cooperation with non-ICOH organizations:** (If cooperation in a Conference not listed above, provide title, dates, location and name and role of each participating organization. Provide relevant details of collaborations other than conferences.)
Any other points of relevance:

PART III  FINAL Report: SC PLANS for the ICOH 2018 Conference and for the NEXT Triennium 2018-2021:

Planned Scientific Contributions to ICOH 2018: (Provide information only about new contributions not already listed in the SC Midterm Report. Be specific: List title of scientific sessions, speakers, abstract reviewers, business meeting, etc.)

Business meeting will held during ICOH meeting, 2 oral session, 1 invited semi-plenary talk, and participation to ILO/WHO symposium.

2018-2021 Planned business meetings, conferences, seminars: (provide title, location, date if possible)

Not decided yet (aim of the business meeting)

2018-2021 Planned collaborative Activities with other ICOH Scientific Committees: (Provide Conference title, dates, location and role of each SC. Provide relevant details of other collaborations with SCs.)

Not decided yet (aim of the business meeting)

2018-2021 Planned collaborative Activities with other (Non-ICOH) Organizations: (Provide Conference title, dates, location and role of the SC. Provide relevant details of collaborations other than conferences.)

Continue to work with WHO/ILO

2018-2021 Planned Publications, Position papers, etc.: (Provide title, authors, timeframe, publication, if known)

Participating to publish the work with WHO/ILO

Any other points of relevance:

PART IV – SC Final Report Assessment of Success of SC and Impact on Global Occupational Health
We want to understand and share widely the value and impact of the work of the Scientific Committees on improving global occupational health during the current Triennium 2015 - 2018. Please review the SC activities of this Triennium 2015-2018 and provide an assessment. Please assess the success of the SC and its influence in improving global occupational health as a result of the work during the current Triennium. You may want to note anticipated impact. Give examples where possible.

I feel the publication of the position statement and collaborative work with WHO/ILO showed the impact of our committee.

PART V – Evaluation of this FINAL Report form.

This form is acceptable

X This form should be changed. Please recommend specific changes.

I would put work that has been published before the meeting

PART VI – List of Members of Scientific Committee or attach list (provide full name and email address). Note here only changes of membership from the list in your SC Midterm Report:

New Members since Midterm Report:

Dr. Okon Otu  
Ms Farah wahida  
Mr. Syed aamir  

AKIBA  
MOHD.RAZELAN  
MUKHTAR  

akibaokon@gmail.com  
farah@vts.net.my  
khan_syedaamir@yahoo.com  

************

Thank you for completing this form.